Fear: How to Help Your Dog Overcome It
Dogs can develop fear of any person, place or thing. Considering that the same thing happens in humans, this isn't surprising.
Dogs inherit their temperaments from the dogs who make up the family tree. A confident mom and dad don't guarantee confident
offspring, though, since dogs further back in the bloodline may have planted genetic surprises that hide for a generation or even a
few generations. Dogs have less reasoning ability to overcome their "hardwired" genetic behaviors than humans do, so a poor
genetic temperament can be difficult or even impossible to overcome.
Physical health plays a major role in dog temperament, too. Unable to explain that something hurts, a dog will try to avoid that
painful situation. Some dogs do this by moving away if they are free to do so, but these dogs as well as the more assertive types
may react aggressively to ward off something they know from experience is going to hurt. With any fearful or aggressive dog
behavior, medical issues are the first thing to consider.
Once a dog has begun to react with fear, correcting the original trigger of the behavior is not always enough to change the dog's
habit of reacting that way. The earlier you intervene, the better your chances of relieving the fear. Recovery is faster when you start
rehabilitating the fear sooner. In fact if you work through it immediately after the scary event happens, you may be able to alleviate
the fear in just one session. In such a case you're dealing with a first impression rather than an established fear.
Don't count on this quick fix, though. Be prepared to continue helping the dog at a pace comfortable over the long haul for as long as
it takes. Your patience and willingness to work through tiny steps will in and of itself take pressure off the dog and speed the
process. Slower is literally faster when it comes to this type of work with your dog.
Prevention
Puppies who have the right early life experiences have the best chance of developing confident personalities that cope well with life
and have the ability to bounce back from stresses. The temperament the puppy inherits from its ancestors will always be a limiting
factor on just how healthy the personality can be. But the right handling will make the most of whatever strengths are there, and
help to limit the problems from the dog's inherent temperament weaknesses.
Providing a puppy with the right early experiences is more complicated than it seems. Puppies can stoically endure events in their
lives, apparently be fine, and then show serious fear reactions from those events as their defense drives emerge with maturity.
Yet keeping a puppy protected from any potential fear or stress doesn't work, either. Part of growing up to become confident is
learning that scary things can have happy endings. Another part is learning that you can overcome something scary. On the other
hand, puppies can get carried away in the enjoyment of overcoming and become aggressors.
Puppies who have too little stress in early life can grow up lacking the ability to handle stress. Puppies who have no frustrations can
grow up unable to cope with frustration, and unable to take "no" for an answer. This can happen to pups who grow up in one-puppy
litters with no littermates to compete with, and to pups removed from the mother dog prior to about 7 weeks of age.
Into every life, no matter how adorable, a little rain must fall. Otherwise the pup will not be equipped to cope with the inevitable
storms of later life. This is not only tough on the people and other dogs who will have to cope with this dog later, but it can also set
the dog up for stress and unhappiness in life. The right experiences give your pup the best chance of a full and happy life.
Puppy kindergarten classes have saved many a puppy and family from dire problems later. A good class will help the family find the
right balance of taking the puppy out for positive experiences and setting limits for the puppy. Class can also teach the family the
dog-handling and management skills to make it all work.
Puppies seem deceptively easy to rear. It's actually a sophisticated and potentially exhausting job to properly raise a puppy. The
breed of dog is a factor in the degree of difficulty, as is the care that has been taken by the breeder. Good genetic decisions about
the dogs in the bloodline combined with excellent handling in the puppy's earliest weeks are both critical factors in the dog your
puppy will become.
For people not equipped or interested in raising puppies, plenty of dogs who are past this difficult and uncertain life stage need
homes. Instead of "inheriting someone else's problems," as some tend to view adopting adult dogs, you are quite likely to find
yourself blessed by the love and care someone has invested in the dog's early months. Either way, the dog's personality is much
more evident and testable than is the future personality of a puppy.
Common Fears
Several things seem to haunt the minds of a great many fearful dogs. Let's look at some of these, why they may develop, and hints
for working through them.
Vacuum Cleaners and other Household Appliances
Vacuum cleaners make weird noises. Their use involves a person thrusting the thing around the room in gestures that wouldn't make
any sense to a dog. The concept of cleaning a floor, other than by eating any food spilled on it, would also be foreign to a dog's way
of thinking. There's not much about a vacuum cleaner for a dog to like! The occasional herding dog will chase it because it moves,
and some dogs will "attack" or threaten it because it isn't acting right!
Adding treats to vacuuming time can work through this fear. If the dog is really traumatized about the device, you may need to start
with setting up the vacuum cleaner and giving the dog treats in the next room. Over several sessions you can move the treat-giving
closer, never faster than the dog's comfort level can handle. Do the process with the vacuum off, next with the vacuum cleaner
running, and finally with the vacuum cleaner moving. While going through this program, put the dog in a different place whenever
you vacuum so as not to undo all the good conditioning by scaring the dog again.
To condition your dog to appliances that merely make noise without lunging around the room, use the same process. For these
appliances as well as the vacuum, you can use not only treats, but also meal times (place the dog's dish increasingly closer to the

scary thing, a little closer with each meal) and games. Dogs who like to fetch have a real advantage, because retrieving is so
motivating to dogs.
The dishwasher is an interesting case. Dishwashers that open with a big movement can cause dogs to dash out of the room. But if
your dog likes to try to sneak a lick off a dirty dish when you open the dishwasher, there's a built-in treat. Some of these
enterprising dogs love dishwashers. That makes it your job to avoid hurting the dog with the dishwasher door, or letting the dog eat
spoiled food. Dishwasher soap can be toxic.
The dishwasher would be a case for teaching the dog to calmly remain in the room but back from danger. Reward the dog for
keeping his head OUT of the dishwasher!
Lawnmower
For similar reasons to the fear of vacuum cleaners, some dogs are afraid of lawnmowers. This seems to be less common, probably
because we use lawnmowers in the open air, not in enclosed spaces where dogs feel trapped and the noise reverberates off the walls
like the vacuum cleaner. There are dogs who run from lawn mowers, though, and even worse, dogs who will try to "attack" a
lawnmower. Running lawnmowers are extremely dangerous to dogs. Always remove your dog from the yard being mowed and keep
the dog in a safe place until the lawnmower is turned off.
Slippery Floors
Fear of walking on vinyl or other smooth floors is common. Fear begets more fear in this case, because when the dog slips even
more from tensing up and trying to hold tight to the floor with toenails. Sometimes the events that trigger these fears are invisible to
the human eye. A puppy slips and hits her chin on the floor, hard. Other parts of the body can take similar licks when feet slip. Dogs
seem to have trouble at times managing all four feet at once. Unless they develop the skill for some reason-such as special training
or games-they may find it awkward to walk backwards or to get their feet under control when one or more feet slip.
For dogs with orthopedic problems including hip dysplasia, walking on smooth floors can be painful. Make physical changes to aid
these dogs. You can put rubber-backed rugs across the floor as a pathway for the dog. If the slick floor is not at your home but
rather is someplace you're visiting, you could either carry the dog or transport the dog across that floor on wheels.
If you know the fear is not based in a physical problem, use mealtimes to work through it. Mealtimes are opportunities to work on
fears of slick floors that you know are not based in physical problems. Place the dish in a spot relative to the smooth floor where the
dog seems comfortable. Meal by meal, gradually move the dish further and further into the room with the smooth floor.
Continuing to feed the dog on this floor-provided it doesn't hurt the dog to walk on it-can help maintain the dog's ability to cope with
smooth floors. Be alert, though, for changes in the dog's body that mean it is no longer humane to ask the dog to walk on this floor.
Most dogs develop orthopedic problems as they age, and injuries that cause these problems are extremely common at younger ages,
too. At that point, add a rug walkway for the dog.
In situations where a dog walking on a smooth floor is unavoidable, look at possibilities for making the feet grip better or making the
floor less slick. The way the floor is cleaned and treated makes a difference, and you'll also want to promptly clean up any fluids
spilled on the floor. Various things have been tried for making the feet grip better. Discuss safe options with your veterinarian. Dog
show enthusiasts suggest creating a puddle of sugary soda pop on the floor and wetting the dog's feet in it to make them sticky!
Sights and Sounds
Some dogs react fearfully to something that looks strange. Others are more reactive to things that sound strange. Sensitivities from
one dog to another are largely rooted in the huge differences in how different dogs actually perceive the world. Dogs have been bred
for such different tasks that their bodies are quite different from one another. Paying attention to your dog's reactions will help you
learn what kinds of things are likely to cause your dog to react. Whatever the fear, the principles outlined below will help you work
through it.
People
When a dog reacts fearfully to a man, people tend to jump to the conclusion that a man has abused the dog in the past. Possibly that
is the case, but often it's a problem of lack of early social experience with men. Men, women, children, people wearing big hats,
people in Halloween costumes and a wide variety of other human presentations can spook dogs who have not experienced that
"style" of person before.
Of course, if there has been actual abuse or something has happened to frighten the dog in conjunction with that type of human, the
dog's fears will go deeper. Either way, the treatment is basically the same. Don't let people force themselves on a fearful dog. In
spite of hurt feelings on the part of the offended human, this process needs to be taken just as slowly as when dealing with any
other fear.
Working Principles
With a severe fear that causes the dog to suffer, you need to enlist the help of a veterinary behavior specialist who can prescribe
both the behavior modification protocol to deal with the fear as well as any indicated medication. When the fear places people in
danger because the dog reacts aggressively, that's another case for in-person expert help.
Similarly, get help quickly with an extremely fearful puppy. The right intervention can do so much more for a puppy during early
development than if you let this opportunity pass and the habit of fear to become stronger with time.
Whether working on your own or with the help of a specialist, the following principles are typically part of working through a dog's
fear:
1. Have a veterinarian examine the dog and perform any indicated tests to diagnose problems that could be causing pain, sickness
or disability. Work with the veterinarian to treat the problem and ease the dog's physical pain. Bring the dog back to the veterinarian
regularly.

Don't assume that a problem brought under control at one point will never need further treatment. Make any indicated changes in
treatment to keep the dog comfortable.
This requires detective work! Dogs have a survival instinct to hide their pain, because an animal showing weakness in the wild gets
killed. Look hard for possible physical problems, rather than expecting the dog to cry out in pain or otherwise "tell you."
2. Assess the problem:
a. Do you know of an event that started the fear?
b. Is the thing the dog fears actually dangerous and/or likely to cause pain to the dog? How are you going to keep your dog safe?
c. Are people or other animals being placed in danger by the dog's behavior and if so, how are you going to put a stop to that danger
right now?
d. How can you protect the dog from experiencing this fear while you work through the behavior modification steps?
e. Is it necessary for the dog to cope with this situation, or could things reasonably be managed to simply keep the dog away from it
from now on?
f. If you determine it's better to protect your dog from this situation rather than trying to treat the fear, give the dog time to get
used to your new plan. Chances are you'll be surprised to see how much happier your dog becomes.
3. To treat the fear, plan the steps for conditioning your dog gradually to the feared thing. Plan how you are going to start at a
DISTANCE from the feared thing, with it functioning at a low INTENSITY for periods of short DURATION. Plan how you will, over time,
gradually reduce the distance, increase the intensity, and expose the dog to the feared thing for periods of longer duration. Plan how
you will increase one variable at a time.
4. Determine what things this dog finds rewarding. For the greatest chance of success, you'll want to use as many of them as
possible. Incentives include: food treats the dog likes, food treats the dog goes crazy for, regular meals, retrieving, games with you
the dog enjoys playing, special toys reserved for special times, "happy-timing" the dog with a jolly attitude (using excited voice and
body language to convey to the dog that is a happy thing), privileges such as a walk or ride in the car, and anything else THIS dog
likes.
If you can't come up with anything your dog finds rewarding, developing these motivators is your first training goal! You may need
the help of a behavior specialist or trainer. One option is to break the dog's daily food into more, smaller meals. Some or even all of
the food can be fed by hand, depending on what works best for your conditioning program.
5. Discontinue all exposure of the dog to the feared thing. Start your conditioning program at the distance, intensity and duration
where your dog happily accepts rewards. Advance very slowly toward your goal of having the dog comfortable with the feared thing
so that the dog will be able to function happily around it in the future. Be patient and take as long as needed to avoid pushing the
dog too fast. If you trigger the dog's fear during this process, that's a big setback, so keep the progress slow enough to avoid that.
6. Reward your dog at times the dog is showing confidence. Avoid rewarding fearfulness. Certainly don't punish the dog for acting
fearful! Just give the rewards at the moments when you see in your dog the state of mind that is your goal.
It Works!
Chances are good that at some point with every dog you'll have the opportunity help the dog overcome a fear. Some dogs go
through most of their lives with barely an apprehensive moment, and then get hit hard in old age when their bodies begin to fail and
they don't know how to cope. Now you know how to help your dog develop the ability to cope, at any age.

